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Abstract. The main goal of the Pennsylvania - Toruń Planet Search (PTPS) is detection and characterization of planets around evolved stars using the high-accuracy radial velocity (RV) technique. The project is performed with the 9.2 m Hobby-Eberly Telescope. To determine stellar parameters and evolutionary status for targets observed within the survey complete spectral analysis of all objects is required. In this paper we present the atmospheric parameters (effective temperatures, surface gravities, microturbulent velocities and metallicities) of a subsample of Red Giant Clump stars using strictly spectroscopic methods based on analysis of equivalent widths of Fe I and Fe II lines. It is shown that our spectroscopic approach brings reliable and consistent results.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over 350 extrasolar planets are known today and most of them were discovered by the radial velocity (RV) technique. Apart from many surveys searching for exoplanets around solar-like dwarfs, a few surveys looking for planetary companions orbiting evolved stars exist. For proper interpretation of the results obtained from RV studies of late-type giants detailed knowledge of their physical parameters is required (e.g. [2, 9, 13]). Determination of the atmospheric parameters with high accuracy allows us to place each star on the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (HRD) and better understand the formation and evolution of the object and its companion.

In Fig. 1 we present 201 objects from the Pennsylvania - Toruń Planet Search (PTPS), red giants from the Red Giant Clump (RGC) and approximately 11 000 stars from the Hipparcos and Tycho catalogues (gray dots). The effective temperatures and luminosities were taken from [1].

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

The observational material used in this work are high-resolution optical spectra of late-type stars observed within the PTPS survey. Most of them are unstudied before objects and only five stars (HD 17092, HD 102272, HD 240210, BD +14 4559 and BD +20 2457) are already known as companion hosting stars (see [3–5]). Observations were obtained with the Hobby-Eberly Telescope (HET, [7]) equipped with the High Resolution Spectrograph (HRS, R = 60 000, [14]) in the queue scheduled mode ([8]). The spectrograph was fed with a 2 arcsec fiber. The spectra consisted of 46 Echelle orders recorded on the “blue” CCD chip (407.6–592 nm) and 24 orders on the “red” one.
Figure 1. HRD for 201 red giants from our sample. Red circles indicate five planetary system hosts from PTPS ([3–5]).

(602–783.8 nm). Typical signal to noise ratio was 200–250 per resolution element. The basic data reduction was performed in a standard manner using IRAF tasks and scripts, which are distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories and operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.

The equivalent widths (EW) of 283 neutral (Fe I) and ionized (Fe II) iron lines from the lists presented in [12] (electronic table) were measured with the DAOSPEC software ([6]) in an automatic manner. In most cases we measured equivalent widths of up to 180 Fe I and 10 Fe II lines for further analysis. The estimated accuracy of EW is about 10 %.

3. ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERS DETERMINATION

The atmospheric parameters, i.e. effective temperature $T_{\text{eff}}$, surface gravity $\log g$, microturbulence velocity $v_t$ and metallicity $[\text{Fe/H}]$ for the program stars were obtained with the TGVIT algorithm developed by [10] and updated in [11]. This purely spectroscopic method is based on analysis of iron lines and resulting from three assumptions of LTE that have to be satisfied:

- the abundances derived from Fe I lines should not show any dependence on the lower excitation potential (excitation equilibrium),
- the averaged abundances from Fe I and Fe II lines should be equal (ionization equilibrium),
- the abundances derived from Fe I lines should not show any dependence on the equivalent widths (matching the curve-of-growth shape).

In our case these three requirements were fulfilled. Lines stronger than 150 mÅ at excitation potential of less than 0.5 eV were rejected to avoid a disturbance of the mean iron abundance trend relative to the excitation potential and EWs. Similarly, lines stronger than 200 mÅ were discarded in all cases. The final solutions of presented parameters are stable and consistent for all stars included in the sample.

4. RESULTS

The results for the whole sample studied here and relations between four atmospheric parameters are presented on Fig. 2. Typical average uncertainties of these parameters are $\sigma T_{\text{eff}} = 15$ K, $\sigma \log g = 0.06$, $\sigma v_t = 0.09$ km s$^{-1}$ and $\sigma [\text{Fe/H}] = 0.08$. On the figures red dots represent stars with planetary mass.
companions already detected by our survey. We can conclude that the planet-hosting stars show typical atmospheric parameters for our sample.
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